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editorial

The story of a thinking bird

And as I float through the sky

Lighted eyes

I can see you from above

Pale face

You seem drifted away

Hopelessly waiting

In one of your million thoughts

for one one day
to get out of the rat race

So absent minded
Even a little stressed

Maybe it isn’t free

What can I do?

to simply enjoy

Don’t tell me what I can’t

Artificial mystery:
lost but under control

Guess it’s free
to simply fade away

•••

in the mystery
between you and me

Thought we could be friends

•••

and you aren’t even sorry

but you bore me
But you’re close to me
And as I descend
you turn around

I can kinda relate

don’t seem to care about the fact

What used to be my tree

that I’m here right now

is now a bandaid
Because the reality it too
confronting
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And so I fly away

Being unbound
and being kept

Because I can

like a bird

Back to the night

I’m glad I’m not one of them.

Wish you were there

I am free.

in a cage

Feeling so lonely
And so relaxed
Because I move on
knowing that you never can
I’m heading back to the stars
Visiting my friend on the moon

I am Naomi Kool, your new Chief

because

Editor and this is my very first
editorial.

the earth is too complicated.
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LIKE AN
AMERICAN
An interview with ID alumnus
and co-founder of 3D Hubs,
Brian Garret

Brian Garret is looking forward to his tour
through Laplace. ‘I wonder how people are
working now, and if I’ll spot some 3D printers.’
Six years ago, when he was graduating, this
would not be likely. The first commercial
desktop printers arrived late 2009. Today, 3D
printers are ubiquitous in the design world. And
when you see one, it is likely connected to 3D
Hubs, the worldwide 3D printing platform Brian
founded with Bram de Zwart. Let’s see how the
‘valley-flavoured’ story of Brian shows the value
of studying ID.
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There is hardly time left to spend on
designing itself. The only way to have
peace with that is by hiring people that
are better than you.

An entrepreneurial spirit does not fall from the sky. During his study,

Still designing?

Brian was already freelancing, he tells. ‘A bit of everything; web design,

3D Hubs rapidly grew to the world’s largest network of decentralised

product design, 3D rendering. It was a win-win situation really: on the

manufacturing. ‘We have about 17,000 [23,712 at the time of writing]

one hand making money, on the other hand it was easier to pass the

connected printers in roughly 150 countries that print thousands of

study because you had extra things to show under extra-curricular

products each month.’ Against this background, a team of 35 people is

activities.’

not that big. ‘Most work is done by the printer owners, which makes
it very scalable. The team is divided into subteams: product develop-

Yet after graduating, Brian started working as an employee. First at the

ment, customer support, marketing, et cetera. My title is Chief Prod-

Dutch studio Freedom of Creation, then at market leader 3D Systems.

uct, which means that I coordinate the Product Team, consisting of de-

In the meantime, 3D printers began populating desktops. And his en-

signers and developers. This involves factors such as user experience,

trepreneurial spirit must have started to itch. ‘The idea is so simple: a

looks, tone of voice and branding.’

website to find a 3D printer for your idea, without having to buy one.
Why is nobody doing it?’

Coordinating does not sound like designing though. ‘You become a
kind of design manager. With 8 to 10 meetings on a day, there is hardly

Birth 3D Hubs

time left to spend on designing itself. The only way to have peace with

For Bram and Brian, it was a hard decision to leave their jobs at 3D Sys-

that is by hiring people that are better than you and let them do the

tems. ‘The decisive factor was that we were selected for an accelerator

job.’ Brian laughs.

program1 in Amsterdam. During six intense months it provides startups with support in a range of aspects and skills. We got office space,

Power of ID

a basic income, mentors, workshops; everything needed to focus on

‘I think a lot of ID graduates will end up at places where they don’t

developing the product.’

work as product designers. Instead, they will operate like a spider
in the web of a large organization, able to talk with all the differ-

Soon the platform was online, but far from finished. ‘It was nothing,

ent facets. The power of designers educated at ID is that they under-

just a landing page. So when someone ordered something, we got an

stand both the technical and the business side, while being at home in

email and we just called back to arrange the payment. Then we cycled

graphic, interaction and product design.’

through Amsterdam to pick up and deliver the print. This is a typical Lean Startup2 approach: you only start developing and automizing

There is more return on investment in ID. ‘Vision is very important.

when it’s needed.’

The central thing of what I do is communicating my ideas to those 35

7

colleagues. Besides, I think vision really is some-

Customize ID

Advice

thing you can use to stand out, like when we

Brian seems to have a clear image of the future

So where do you as a student begin, aspiring his

applied for the accelerator. Thanks to our years

of production. What about the future of design

career path? ‘Start building your own network

of experience in the 3D printing world, Bram and

education? ‘I always liked the entrepreneurial

from day one. When you do projects with cli-

I had a crystal clear image of the future we aimed

spirit at ID: you’re creating something, there are

ents, try to get the most out of it, next to the

for: distributed manufacturing.’

stakeholders. Too often it ends at the final pres-

grade. I would really recommend students to

entation. It would be great if students, after de-

start freelancing. Just pick one of things you are

Future

signing something, could form a business around

good at within ID and start making money with

This vision seems to remain a driving force for 3D

it. Something like an elective to get your product

it, instead of filling shelves at the local supermar-

Hubs. ‘Our aim is that our platform with thou-

to the market. Or a six month project where you

ket or beers at the local bar.’ He saves the best

sands of printers will be an alternative to mass

would have one month to design a product and

for last. ‘And everyone should use 3D Hubs, of

production. So when you would order a product

the resting five to sell as much of it as possible.’

course.4’ With the smile of an American.

One month to design a product and five
to sell as many of them as possible.
online, it will not be by default made in China
and shipped around the globe, but instead pro-

He continues in a tone between excitement

duced locally and on-demand.’

and hope. ‘That in five years, ID students will be
known for their ability to sell their concept. A

There are still some obstacles to overcome. ‘You

bit like an American. Every American can sell you

could make an analogy with the Internet. Every-

a random product like it’s fantastic.’ You would

one uses it now, but only professionals make

almost forget that the man who recently raised

their own websites and applications. With 3D

another 4,5 million dollar for his company was

printing we are still in a stadium where the peo-

once known as Brian Schuur. It may be clear that

ple who use it are mostly designing and develop-

more did change than just his name. ‘I really had

ing themselves. Our view is that once a consumer

to learn to be able to sell something with a little

brand like IKEA or Lego announces something like

conviction, even when it’s not totally finished or

“half of our products can be printed locally”, mil-

perfect yet. In the Netherlands we’re mostly too

lions of people will start using the technology

sober. “Het is wel prima.” Indeed, but that’s not

without having to be at home in CAD design.’

how you sell it.’

Gijs de Boer

www.idea-association.nl

Want to know more? Then be sure to check out these links:
Want to print your idea on a nearby 3D printer? 3D Hubs!
www.3dhubs.com
Rockstart, the accelerator program 3D Hubs grew up with
www.rockstart.com
Grow your own business with the Lean Startup Method
www.theleanstartup.com
Or use the similar method developed by the ID alumnis of
Afdeling Buitengewone Zaken, Hidden Design:
www.afdelingbuitengewonezaken.nl/project/hidden-design

Photos pages 7 & 9: www.freedomofcreation.com
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Guide
to the
World
of Free
Design
Tools
Lay-out: Lesley Lock

We have entered an era where sharing and
collaboration seems to become increasingly
present. Goods, as well as services and skills, are
not merely owned by individuals anymore and
often shared or distributed via the internet. A
heaven of free information, skill sharing, endless
tutorials and access to everything you we can
dream of that designers perhaps like even more
than other mortals.as designers, even more so
than other mortals using all of it!

So, are you tired of paying all those sky-high

WikiHow

In the second case the free app itself generates

licence fees to get the right software? UNiD

‘We’re trying to help everyone on the planet

income. Making money out of a free app can

magazine made a selection of free tools that

learn to do anything.’ With that slogan an

basically be done in two ways: advertising and

could come in handy, including a list of what

endless supply of step-by-step tutorials begins.

gathering data. Nothing new under the sun: it is

you should watch out for.

There is always someone explaining anything,

up to you to decide if that nice flashlight app is

from camera instructions to contacting the

really worth the spam.

Arduino & Code

president of the United States, for free. WikiHow

Arduino and similar platforms are perhaps the

is based on a large community of volunteers and

To conclude, there are many free tools out

most well known open source ware amongst

the small amount of expenses that do have to

there on the web and the above mentioned are

Industrial Design students. Google and forum

be covered are mostly being met through subtle

just a tip of the iceberg. However, do always

folks have already answered most of your

advertising. Good to know; if you join the editor

remember to scan the user agreement first for

questions regarding these platforms, which

community even those will disappear.

additional fees and unintended piracy. For the

makes them very easy to learn. On top of that,

rest: enjoy the age of sharing and do not forget

there are several other tools that can help

Free Apps

you further in coding for free. An example is

As designers we know about several convenient

codebender.cc, a program that allows you

apps that we like to use. However, it makes

to edit Arduino codes in your browser. It is

sense that someone had to work to make the

completely free, as long as you do not care

app. In most cases free apps are still commercial

about keeping your codes private. Free coding

products, generating income. Be it as a means

lessons are also offered at many places. Mostly

for gathering more customers or creating more

the platform itself offers free tutorials on their

exposure for something specific, or as an end.

to contribute!

Alexandra Bremers

website (see Processing.org or Arduino.cc). If
you want more guidance, sites like Codecademy
can also be really helpful.

Images & Photo Editing
Photographs come in handy a lot of times, and
while sites like Flickr offer you a big amount of
Creative Commons licensed pictures, sometimes
you just want a little bit more. Luckily there are
more free to use tools to be found in the realm
of the image. PSDcovers.com for instance, offers
a handy plug-in for Photoshop that allows you to
create a 3D-object out of a 2D-design in seconds.
It helps you quickly see how your design looks
on a box, or a Blu-Ray case. However it is smart
to take a thorough look at the terms of use first.
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“What if collaboration is the tool

The experience went further than

to start collaboration?” Lucid,

just

IDEA,

Favour

colour symbolised one event. Red

for Favour joined forces. They

was connected to the ‘Mind the Step’

organized a trinity of events that

exhibition, with the opportunity to

DOKPUNT

and

naming

the

colours:

every

bridge design, technology,

meet

business

afterwards.. First, the group

where

(soon

to be) designers could
come

together

discuss

the

and

field

of

Experience
the RGB

with

Lucid

alumni

had a small tour through the
exposition, and saw all kinds
of inspiring designs-projects

design. The aim was to

of

unite students, alumni

Industrial Design. Afterwards,

and business-people with

IDEA

each other. The three

discussion

events were given the

The students were invited to

name

“Experience

the

partake in discussions and

RGB”.

Most

Industrial

talk to their predecessors for

Design

students

will

know

the

probably

students

who

arranged
with

a

study

panel

ID-alumni.

inspiration.

meaning of RGB as a

After all the touring and

colour system that exists

talking people got hungy and

of

the

three

primary

it was time to move to the

colours red, green and blue.

next location: De Oude Rechtbank,

However,

years’

were the next experience would take

another

place. The green experience was about

meaning was given to RGB.

dinner, drinks and networking. Design-

Dutch

during

Design

Layout: Otis Overdijk / Media: Lotte Sluijs

this

Week

discussions were organised during the

RGB turned out to be a really cool

dinner, so business and pleasure could

experience. The exhibition and talks

be combined. Though as we all know;

of the ‘red’ experience gave a good

there is a time for work, and a time

example of what an Industrial Design

to play. The last event, blue, combined

student can become after finishing

technology, visuals and music into an

the study. For example, touring with

awesome party that lasted the whole

the world’s most famous DJ’s, doing

night. In Tuchthuis there was music,

a master in Milan or working as a

installations

and a photostudio,

‘translator’ in design-projects. The

everything created by students. All

green experience was legendary for

kinds of fun things, that showed what

its food and having inspiring design-

students at ID are capable of.

related discussions with alumni and
business-people. And finally, the blue

What made this event interesting,

experience

was the mystery that seemed to be

fun with your fellow students. An

all around it. It might have been

experience to remember.

on

purpose

no

information

about

or

‘Experience

not,
could
the

but

was

all

about

having

almost

be
RGB’.

found
This

made going to the event exciting,

Loes Teunis

because it remained unclear what
Lucid had planned for its members.
Nevertheless, the vagueness was not
very encouraging to buy a ticket; why
spend sixteen Euros on an event when
you do not even know what you are
going to do? At the end, my curiosity
won; I decided to take the gamble and
buy a ticket.
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Did you enjoy this year’s Lucid

When the committee started with

with. Now that the organisation has

DDW activity? You probably did,

this idea just before the summer, they

finally truly taken off, the committee

but what you might not know, is

knew that they had to request a license

is working to achieve the event they

that something else was planned,

to be allowed to organise an event

envisioned; a stage on which inspiring

something

before

under the TEDx name. Such a license

people can talk about their ideas to

the summer, the Dutch Design

has to be requested by someone who

inspire us: the Eindhoven community.

Week committee was formed,

has been to an official TED event in the

This is of course different from what

and this year they wanted to

US, and they soon found someone who

we are used to do as Lucid. At an event

do it differently. The goal of the

was willing to help out. TEDx DDW was

like this, all sorts of perspectives come

activity was not to profile ‘the

the name they envisioned. However,

together in one event. TEDx will really

ID student’ during the DDW

after only three days the request

be made by the Eindhoven community,

anymore. It was to create an

was rejected. It was too focused on

for

big…

Just

the

Eindhoven

community.

experience that people would
not soon forget. They decided to
organise a TEDx event. This is a
lot more difficult than it seems
though, which is why we are still

“A stage on which inspiring people can
talk about their ideas to inspire us.”

waiting for this event to come.

Layout: Rick van Wijk / Media: Julia van Zilt

one specific theme: design. A second

They have been through a long but

request followed for TEDx Eindhoven

very educational journey, which will

including

theme,

definitely not come to an end after the

subthemes and ideas for speakers.

first edition of TEDx Eindhoven. The

After a whole summer of waiting and

committee is looking to set up a solid

looking for sponsors and speakers,

foundation, so that these events could

this

second request was rejected

be organised on a yearly basis, keeping

for the same reason as well, leaving

Lucid in the loop and delivering

the

disappointed.

constant inspiration for its members.

However the committee did not give up,

In the spirit of TED’s mission, ‘ideas

they contacted new people and found

worth spreading’, the TEDx program

enthusiastic partners to cooperate

helps communities, organizations and

an

committee

interesting

very

Lucid &

Eindhoven

individuals produce TED-style events at
a local level. TEDx events are planned
and coordinated independently, on
a

community-by-community

under

a

free

license

from

basis,
TED.

Emma van Zoelen
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Unpaid financial advisors teaming up to create the perfect budget. Construction workers competing for a best building
prize. Working countless hours without being paid seems like a terrible idea. However, it is not uncommon for designers
to accept assignments that do not pay the bills. Do firms misinterpret the “free” in freelance? Or are designers too eager
to show off their creative capabilities? Both contribute to the popularity of hackathons and competitions, but they do
not necessarily benefit.

Layout: Marijn van der Steen

New York-based graphic designer Dan

Especially accomplished designers such

to spend a lot more personal time on

Cassaro made headlines last year with his

as Dan Cassaro cannot afford to take

projects in which they invest big money.

public rant about Showtime. He received

the time for unpaid assignments, if for

If the work is offered for free, clients are

an email inviting him to participate in a

example they want to finance their New

more likely to fail in collaborating with

design contest. Cassaro felt he was asked

York-based design studio.

the designers and because of this the end

to work for free, especially since the

result might not be what they imagined.

company did not award any cash prize.

Clients are often unaware of another

His response, an email filled with angry

downside. If the designer feels less

The work will be of lower quality.

sarcasm, was based on the first and most

valuable to the client by doing spec

However, working for free is not all bad.

obvious problem of speculative work (or

work, odds are the project will not be as

Especially as a student there is a lot to

spec work): designers do not get paid.

successful as a paid gig. Also, clients tend

gain. Not only do projects regardless

of their financing look good in portfolios, they also

Albert Heijn and Schiphol. They found this to be an

allow designers to experience working in the field. On

educative experience overall; they gained knowledge

top of that, clients may be tempted to offer a salary

and opportunities by participating in the hackathon.

for upcoming projects if they liked the spec work.
Hackathons prove to be great networking opportunities

Free work will not disappear any time soon. After

more than anything and contests can lead to public

all participating in contest, hackathons and unpaid

showcasing of designs. There is one last advantage,

freelance work is voluntary and a personal decision.

especially at brainstorms and hackathons: designers can

Even though your work might be undervalued by

apply the knowledge they have gained.

clients, these side projects are great practice and
networking opportunities that can make you a better

Four ID students won the Dutch Open Hackathon

designer. Still, if it was up to Dan Cassaro, we would all

last year with their design. The “Welcome Home” app

be asking for a little compensation.

they developed allowed returning travellers to order a
basket of goods, which they could pick up along with
their baggage after a flight. They continued working
on this clever idea, presenting it to companies like

Carola Brus
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At Krukow they believe that change in
behavior always has to be for the greater
good of humanity. This means giving the
user a choice without; strings attached,
intimidation, a sense of side effect or an
emotional drawback. In one of their cases
they designed for a Danish hospital. When
entering the hospital, they noticed that all
the signs were grey and hardly noticeable.
It was unclear to people where to go which
stimulated them to go up to the reception
more instead of finding their way by
themselves. This dependent behavior was

The Art of

Nudging

cut back by changing the signs. An easy
solution, but by creating more clear,
bright and icon based signs people could
find their way through the hospital more
intuitively. This subtle steering of a target
group is an example of what Krukow does
best: using the art of nudging.

Nudging is not just an idea created by
one single person. In the last 60 years,

Layout: Miguel Guerra

An interview with Sterling Walston, behavioral
designer of the company Krukow.

different manipulative tactics have been

Nowadays, from subliminal messages on the internet to ob-

concepts within behavioral and economic

vious manipulative behavior, we try everything to get a grip

design. The whole idea behind nudging

of our user. What is the best way to get this girp? Sterling

and choice architecture is creating options

Walston, behavioral designer at Krukow, told us all about

for the users who interact within a specific

the great art of nudging. A concept that allows designers to

system. The main focus of nudging lays in

influence their target group without limiting their freedom

stimulating a desired behavioral reaction

of choice.

without limiting choice or free will.

used by several industries, like the tobacco
industry. It is designed by a combination of

“They still have their own freedom of
choice and it will make it easier for
them to make that choice.”
Krukow tapped into the idea that we

interaction this sense of freedom

are not completely rational beings all

makes it easier to make the right

of the time. In a lot of cases, we behave

choice,’

in an automatic mode. Krukow uses

designer at Krukow. She believes

the effective tool of nudging within

that when using these concepts of

government (and other organizational)

psychology and behavioral economics

projects. Krukow thinks that it is

into industrial design it could create a

a great and subtle tool to measure

powerful idea. Nudging will be used to

the influence of their projects. They

set up a design formula for addressing

strive to reach the ambitions that

problems and solving them.

said

Sterling,

behavioral

organizations they work for have.
Using strategies of behavioral design

At the end this should make life

and

design,

easier for everyone and help us all

they create behavioral change where

towards the greater good of humanity.

those companies are trying to achieve

Everyone

that. They use a strategy of looking

ideas of what is moral and what is

at the existing system to map out

not morally acceptable within this

the usual behavior of its users. After

behavioral design. The question is,

that, they figure out how to influence

how far can we go and what would be

this

considered morally acceptable to the

traditional

behavior

aesthetics

by

changing

social,

psychological and physical barriers.

comes

with

their

own

next generation of designers?

‘Nudging will be used a lot more,
especially in industrial design. This is,
because the user will feel like they

Rick van Wijk

still have freedom of choice. In user
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versus

HOW TO SPOT
A REFUGEE
Smartphones, smart cards, online medical consults, barcode scanning of ID cards, iris
scans; to be a 21st-century refugee is to swim through an immense pile of technological
luxury. Of course it also means literally washing ashore and not knowing what is lying
ahead or even what is left behind, but it has been this way forever. The numbers have
only been multiplied and the frequency intensified. Beyond the struggles, there is more
to “being a modern refugee”.
One of the many perks of “being a modern

Of course, like with every great technological

refugee” is the emerging of telemedicine. With

development, there is room for discussion

the outrageous numbers of people fleeing war

about minor things. Minor things, such as the

zones (both successfully and less successfully)

placement of webcams facing patients that

comes a high demand for medical care. This

allow medical staff from all over the world

demand has led to a shortage of medical staff,

to sneak a peak on hospitalized refugees at

which actually has had its upside thanks to

any time. It must be nice knowing there is

telemedicine. Among other features, this

somebody with your best interest at heart

technological development provides an online

watching over you. Though there is a thin and

network for doctors all over the world who

less pleasant line between being watched over,

volunteer to be on call and “meet” patients, so

or simply being watched.

w

Does he look
like a refugee?

that there is no more waiting until a nearby
doctor has the time to plan an appointment.

Then again, is it really an issue to monitor a

This approach saves time, money and most

person’s condition, environment and every

importantly; a lot of lives possibly wasted

move online? In some cases a private moment

otherwise.

with loved ones would not even be possible if
not for this modern method. Who would not
rather lose a little privacy over gaining their
own life.

Layout: Rosa van der Veen

Also, who wouldn’t rather lose a little privacy to make

Luckily the process of registration has been modernized

a scary journey a lot more safe? Another one of the

and made a lot faster; instead of taking pictures,

many refugee’s luxuries is one that we all know just

using fingerprints and filling in lots of paperwork, the

a little too well: social media and the smartphone.

registration process has been sped up about 10 times

Back in the day people on the run had to stay

with barcode scanning of ID cards and iris scanning of

untraceable. Their illegal journey was a literal

the refugees. Technology has changed the world, all of

leap in the dark, a leap across the world forced

it. In a way because of that, this seems like the best time

to take place at night trusting an anonymous and

to be a refugee.

well payed human smuggler leading them through
dangerous off-map routes. Unimaginable now. The
formerly anonymous smuggler is now easily traceable
on Facebook pages where refugees advise each other
what to do and who to trust. Where it once was most
important to stay under the radar, it is now a complete

“Back in the day, people
on the run had to stay
untraceable”

must to stay connected and up to date.

So now we have followed the modern

Except for the fact that there is no good time to be a

refugee’s journey from the hospital, to

refugee. Never. It may be nice that we can identify and

the actual process of being on the

register bodies through iris scans, but what lies behind

run. Say they survive both these

their eyes is who they really are and all that they have

steps, the next stop is finding

seen. No matter how modern the world around the

their

countries

refugees has become, they eventually still all tell the

like our own. Until they are

same old story. No matter how modern the world has

registered and provided with

become, we still haven’t designed anything against war.

way

in(to)

a smart card that is used for
payments and identification,
people are not entitled to
protection or eligible for aid.

Meis Suker

So no shelter, food, money,
healthcare or education for
the newcomers until then.
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BREAKING FREE

FROM SOCIETY
The Nijmeegse Stadsnomaden or

July last summer, they found the

The field is surrounded by a public park,

“city nomads”, as they like to call

perfect spot for their explorative way

university, botanic garden and various

themselves, are a small group of

of living. A small haggard piece of land

sporting clubs: located in the midst

young people that enjoy a self-

in Nijmegen enclosed by trees and a

of the commonality yet inhabited by

sustaining lifestyle in mobile

train track. An uninteresting, unused

free minds who do not wish to be part

homes. They live to experiment,

terrain that at first would not easily

of the preprogrammed and numbing

develop

catch the eye of a passer-by.

systems of our society. Yet can we

themselves,

create

perspective and bring people
together. Sounds familiar?

Layout: Zeno Kapitein / Media: Paul Meulendijks

really break free from society?

Back to basics

solar panels.

In(ter)dependence

A blank canvas’, something we all start

These solutions create a fully self-

But did they really escape? We could

with as designers. This is how it felt for

sustaining living area, demonstrating

debate the independence of their

the Stadsnomaden when they arrived

that not much is needed to achieve a

ecosystem as it strongly relies on one

at the empty field. An exciting process

reasonably comfortable life. It provides

thing: what others leave behind. The

followed by colouring the canvas with
their cheerfully decorated houses.

At first glance the simple caravans
and trucks remind of holiday houses

“They strongly depend on one
thing: what others leave behind. “

with a back to basics vibe. Indeed
life here is basic, yet supported with

them with a space to be closer to nature

wastes of capitalism; food is collected

inventive adjustments. The toilet is a

and

“something

from the local supermarket’s container;

hole in the ground with a curtain for

you cannot easily accomplish in for

their bonfires fuel on leftover wood

some privacy. Sawdust (residuals from

instance a rented flat”.

and furniture is found on the sidewalk.

cover your traces by its dehydrating

The Stadsnomaden seek to escape the

This construction seems to fit the

effect, taking away the smell. Ninety

grid as they do not wish to be part

‘zero-waste mentality’ of self-reliance,

percent of their water usage is covered

of the money-driven systems that

be it fueled by the waste of their

with rain water, collected with custom

dominate society. Providing for their

surroundings instead of their own.

made drain pipes. Activities such as

own means of living enabled them to

However this interdependence might

listening to the radio or hosting a

be independent from these existing

be where the Stadsnomaden truly go

public movie night are powered by

systems.

‘back to basics’. Like hunter-gatherers,

live

ecologically,

the local woodwork shop) is used to
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they look around and use the things

As we get a tour around the field a

Design lesson

available to them. They see and

group of refugees from the nearby

Despite the fact that their designed

create opportunity in and with their

asylum center Heumensoord cycle

living

surroundings.

through the open porch. One of their

sustaining, the system cannot function

bicycles, collected by the Stadsnomaden

without slight connections to the

It is a demonstration of human’s

especially for them, is broken. The men

‘bigger’ system, society. What we can

dependence on the surrounding nature

enjoy a glass of water, borrow some

learn as designers is that when it comes

and it might even be a confirmation of

tools, fix the problem and cycle off into

down to implementing something new

the inescapable interdependence of

the sun, smiling.

we cannot neglect the presence of

society.

environment

is

very

self-

existing systems, for its downside but
This

demonstrates that

the

wish

also for its benefits.

The social in society

to be self-reliant does not mean

After all, the terrain is still in property

seclusion from society. One thing the

The

of society, ‘another’ system. In order

Stadsnomaden believe in strongly is

the importance of embracing your

to justify their sudden ‘take-over’

bringing different people together.

surroundings and embedding them

the Stadsnomaden are giving a social

Through public activities on field they

in a creative way to open up new

purpose to the field. During the

want to create better understanding of

opportunities. As designers we can do

summer they hosted weekly dinner

the different worlds, between people

the same thing. What do we see around

nights for over 60 people,

political

and between lifestyles. If they had a

us? We can make better use of the

discussion evenings in collaboration

business model, it would be based on

things that are already available to us,

with the municipality and even creative

the exchange of giving and receiving

both on a material as on a societal level.

children’s parties and workshops. On a

in society.

Stadsnomaden

demonstrate

daily basis people come by to take a

Perhaps our innovation opportunities

look and have a chat.

should focus on building the right
connections with existing systems. Can
we actually design this or do we, like
the Stadsnomaden, need an emergent
approach to achieve connections that
work and fit? One thing is certain; there
is no such things as a blank canvas.

Marleen van Bergeijk

DIY

By 2050, 75% of the world’s population will be living in cities. In these cities space is limited (as
you probably know if you are a student living in a student room) and most of this space is occupied
by buildings and roads. To make efficient use of the space you have, bring (bio-)diversity back to
the city and to eat healthier and cheaper; you can build your own balconny barrel; a vertical herband vegetable garden that self-composts using worms and your biodegradable waste. This is how:
You will need:
- A 60 l. plastic barrel (Search for ‘voerton’ on
Marktplaats.nl).
- A 12 cm PVC pipe (At least as long as the barrel)
- 50 l. of soil.
- 300 gr. Eisinia Hortensis worms (Can be found in

Step 1

manure- or compost piles. You can also buy them
at a fishing supply shop)
- Herbs and vegetables

Drill sixteen 7 cm. holes into the side of the barrel.
Make sure you leave enough space between the
holes for the plants. Drill thirty 1.5 cm. holes into
the PVC pipe so the worms can pass through. Also
drill about four 1.5 cm. holes into the bottom of

Step 2

the barrel for drainage.

Put the barrel in a sunny place with the PVC pipe
standing up in the center. Choose wisely as you
will not be able to move the barrel after you fill it
up. Fill the barrel up with soil and plant plants as
you go. Throw in a few worms and you are done.
Now you can start tossing your biodegradable

Step 3

waste into the tube and enjoy your homegrown
herbs and vegetables.
Want to know more? Then be sure to check
out:

Otis Overdijk
Loes Teunis

www.balkonton.nl
www.gardentowerproject.com

Layout: Naomi Kool / Media: Ben Muntinga
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OUR BODY IS
OUR MANUAL
TEI: Conference on Tangible,
Embedded and Embodied
Interaction

Layout: Joyce van Weverwijk

submissions is by our own Miguel Bruns (in collaboration with other
experts), called ‘Balancing user and system control in shape-changing
interfaces: a designerly exploration’. It mainly focuses on researching
the amount of control the user has over the shape-change of a product.

anniversary in Eindhoven. The organization

The influence of shape on the user’s reaction is evaluated with a shape-

includes Industrial Design faculty members
such as Saskia Bakker and Bart Hengeveld.
Its aim is to reflect on the value of Tangible,
Embedded and Embodied Interaction within
human-computer dialogue. Their goal is
emphasizing the connection between the
human body in regard to products and
systems.
The theme ‘Our Body is Our Manual’ triggers
investigation of our embodiment on two
perspectives. Firstly, seeing our body as that for
which we can design. Secondly, seeing our body as
that which informs us and from which we can
learn. Both as designers and as researchers.

The understanding and usage of specific body

SUBMISSIONS

Next February TEI is celebrating its tenth

shifting mobile phone. The findings discuss the space between interaction
controlled by users and interaction controlled by smart products.

Also projects by Industrial Design students were selected for the
conference. One of them is the research for Mindful Blenders, by alumnus
Vincent van Rheden, which was featured at the DDW. He developed
prototypes for his client, the Swedish IKEA, which invite the user to
interact thoughtfully in the process of blending food. The prototypes
present new controls, that allow the user to gain more feeling within
the usually static blending process. By connecting the physical input
with the speed of the blades in an embodied way , the users keep paying
attention to the interaction between their hands and the product.

Another example of student work is the collaboration between students
(Doenja Oogjes, Bruna Goveia da Rocha and Dorothé Smit) and professors
(Caroline Hummels and Ambra Trotto), relating to the project Ideating
in Skills. In the elective (also called Ideating in Skills) twenty-one students

movements is often a field of interest within

researched what the relation between physical and mental interaction

Industrial Design projects. It is no surprise that the

can be. The creative outcome of this research? A toolkit with objects

conference will also include several submissions

that elicit bodily movements. The toolkit enables users to change their

from Industrial Design professors. One of these

mindset in the ideating process to a more physical level. With its objects,
users are able to actually see connections within their project.

The organization of the conference tries to involve students in many
different ways. Last month they organized the Student Design Challenge
and at the start of next year multiple workshops will be hosted. Keep
an eye out for this great opportunity to dive into different fields,
including their experts!

Want to know more? Then be sure to check
out:
http://www.tei-conf.org/16/

Cas Zeegers
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59.5 Million

& You
A student project by Tove Elfferich
We meet Tove in a warehouse along the Vestdijk, where she is exhibiting
her Final Master Project 59.5 Million and You on the Dutch Design Week.
A giant cheque that leans on one of the yellow tons proudly reads: ‘Social
Design Talent Award 2015 - €10.000’. It perfectly highlights the relevance
and potential of Tove’s project, which deals with the growing issues of
refugees.

However, when Tove started working

the people to trust me and share

on the project a year ago the refugee

their feelings with me, both the

crisis was not as big as it is now.

neighborhood as well as the refugees.

‘Around the time I had to pick a

So I started volunteering at the refugee

topic for my FMP I attended a play by

center by giving Dutch classes. As a

George Tobal, an actor who spent 11

result I was really able to connect with

years as a refugee in the Netherlands.

people, and find the real stories that

A bit earlier a new refugee center had

lied underneath it all.’ These stories

opened in Eindhoven, but with heavy

were documented on film by Stef

resistance from the community. So I

Arends.

decided I wanted to design something
for the interaction between refugees

When asked how this research had

and the community, to show that in

influenced the design, Tove had a

the end we are all human beings.’

surprising answer. ‘What I found out
by doing this was that there was

Tove’s exibition at the DDW

Tove started out by investigating

actually no need for me to design

the

for

situation

through

different

the

interaction

between

the

perspectives, gradually getting closer

refugees and the community. As soon

to the people involved. ‘I wanted

as the refugees were placed in the

Layout: Miguel Guerra / Media: Julia van Zilt

١الهسواله
neighborhood they were not perceived

homeless people in the neighborhood.

as a threat anymore, but as people,

The core of the project is allowing

part of the community. Instead I found

people to exchange stories on a

out that the resistance was the result

personal level, which I think is a very

of a lack of information. People don’t

valuable asset.’

trust the information provided by the

government, because they are thought

The refugee crisis is a vast and complex

to have other interests. That’s why

problem and designing for it is not an

my project really focusses on sharing

easy task, but Tove managed to come

information between communities.’

up with a design that resolves at least
one of the issues. ‘I always tried to

Tove’s final design, a platform that

keep the focus of my project small and

allows

share

local: what can we do as a community?

experiences with each other, has

I think that is the strength of designers

already attracted a lot of attention and

when dealing with these kind of

got awarded the Social Design Talent

things. Within complex social issues

Award 2015. ‘The city of Eindhoven

we find small specific problems that

is

we can solve, contributing to a bigger

the

very

neighbourhoods

interested

to

in

stimulating

communication

between

solution.’

neighborhoods, as they might need
to open a new refugee center in the
future. But the concept is not only
applicable to the refugee problem:

Luke Noothout

for instance it could also be about

“With my design I want to show
that in the end we’re all human”
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Doing an internship at

‘I don’t want to discuss that either,’ Jochem Franse tells us while discussing his internship at Joylent,
‘some things don’t need to be shared.’ The former chairman of the Lucid board seems to have an endlessly
adventurous internship, but he consciously chooses not to talk about all the crazy stuff that happens at
Joylent’s Amsterdam office. ‘I’m still their representative.’ So we tone down the nagging a bit.

Joylent is a small company that received widespread

don’t have a mentor and I learn from my own mistakes.

fame – also among ID students – with their meal shakes.

Being the expert in your field when you’re only an

They sell powders which are to be mixed with water

intern is counterintuitive.’

and turn into a low cost on-the-go meal with all the
necessary nutritional values needed on a daily basis.

‘I chose this internship to find my strength as a designer,

According to Jochem, ’it doesn’t necessarily taste bad’.

to see what I have to offer a company compared to
employees with other backgrounds. No matter what

Jochem’s day starts out a little less wild. ‘I wake up at

internship you choose, it will give you an impression

6 AM, which makes me cranky as hell. Luckily, I am

of what a real job as a designer is like. When you

able to save some time by drinking Joylent while riding

graduate, you’ll have to make a decision between joining

my bike to the train station. After two hours of public

a design company or a company active in a different

transport, I can finally sit down at my desk. With my

field. Joylent has shown me that the latter is right for

coat on, of course, since the thermostat is still not

me and I encourage others to explore both options.’

working.’
Jochem takes one day away from Amsterdam to work
After responding to emails, Jochem focuses on doing

in Eindhoven and keep ties with his fellow Lucid

qualitative user research as well as branding, to see

members. We will have to take his word for it that

what could be improved about the company’s current

aside from occasional hip hop karaoke on Fridays, he

marketing. He also investigates the advantages of

is ‘shaping a new world in which eating healthy is

community building, which means he connects Joylent

cheap, effortless and for everyone’.

customers all over the world to get them more involved
in their business. Aside from his own tasks he also helps
out his colleagues with redesigning the brand’s house
style.

Carola Brus

‘It’s tough to be the only industrial designer in a
company,’ Jochem explains. All his co-workers either
have a business or an artistic background, but there
are no service designers to help him with his work. ‘I
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Want to know more? Then be sure to check

Layout: Joyce van Weverwijk / Media: Paul Meulendijks

out:
http://www.joylent.eu
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jeffrey touched me
He comes out limping and swetting while rolling up the sleeve of his
t-shirt to press his finger against his shoulder and flinch at the ache
of an upcoming bruise. He falls to the ground with a smile, completely
content. The hardcore punk band he came to see drips off the stage. He
reaches up to the bass player as he walks past him. “Awesome show,
man!”, he says receiving a high five.

Layout: Joch Jansz

This is the story of Jeffrey, a fanatic

by him first hand over the past four

visitor of mosh pits at hardcore shows.

years. He declares himself as more

Why? “It is kind of like the satisfaction

than a regular fan of the phenomenon.

However, not everybody likes all this

you get from slamming doors or

He feels like an actual expert in the

as much as Jeffrey. Something he

stomping stuff with your feet. In the

field.

acknowledges without hesitating. “Of

pit I guess I become the door. We push

physical one way or another, right?”

course! People like that are just a bit

and slam each other, really touch each

“You just get in there and stop

afraid, I think. Dancing in public can

other,” Jeffrey explains his motives. “It

thinking! Only time you need to think

always be a little bit scary. I guess

is great to be so physically close with

is when you might fall to the floor.

especially when it gets so physical

one another.”

Being like a door is really empowering,

among the dancers. What I would

unlike being a floor. That is why when

like to say to those people is that
they should just try it. I am actually

“We all like to get physical one
way or another, right?”

thinking about starting private mosh
pit sessions as well. Just in case it helps
someone out.”

On that happy and hopeful note
According to this experienced mosher

somebody falls, usually that person

Jeffrey gets off the ground and drags

every punch clears the mind with a

gets picked up even before they have

himself outside for some fresh air.

rush of adrenaline. He says that it all

time to get up by themselves. There is

The conversation continues, but never

started with an interest in meditation.

really a lot of room for communication,

takes a turn for the better.

Partially because of his ADHD and

even hugs in between songs. At regular

teenage crush on loud and aggressive

dance parties people do not appreciate

music however, he found it easier to

it when I get closer, they feel like I am

get to a peaceful state of mind in a

invading their personal space. Luckily

constant stream of bodyslams. At age

in this war dance, invading each

19 he has already participated in 346

other’s space it is the norm. It is just

mosh pits, a lot of them even created

more honest and raw. We all like to get

Meis Suker
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The Profile
of an ID Student
The Industrial Design faculty at Eindhoven

the students run into something unfamiliar to them or

University of Technology is young. Not many

something they have never done before they can adapt

people are aware of the exact capabilities of the

their education and teach themselves new skills. Next to

students or what it means to study Industrial

that, the students from our faculty are very open-minded

Design. This profile is meant to communicate

and creative and always up for something different or

how Industrial Designers from the TU/e are

new.

educated and how they approach challenges. The
main goal of this profile is to communicate the

Industrial Design students are translators; they translate

skills of Industrial Design students to companies

problems into solutions and wishes into product

outside of Lucid and the faculty of Industrial

specifications. In this way, Industrial Design students

Design.

form a bridge between technology and people. They
reason from users to make technology intuitive for them.

The goal of the study Industrial Design is to create

Industrial Design students have knowledge of many

interactive products, systems and services in a societal

different disciplines and therefore are very versatile in

context. The study is an umbrella for different disciplines

their work. Every student has his own unique expertise

which means the students have a coherent overview of

but also has knowledge of the other competences.

different areas of expertise. This overview makes it easy
for an Industrial Design student to link the disciplines
within a design process. A designer constantly has to

Renee Noortman

adapt to changes in technology and society. At the faculty

(Secretary of Lucid)

of Industrial Design, students learn to take control over
their own knowledge, skills and development. When
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in memoriam

In Memoriam

Huub Offermans
September 8th 1991 - September 13th 2015

Huub was a talented ID student, a devoted member
of the Lucid Board, and above all a good friend.
Thanks Huub, for everything.
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study association industrial design

The UNiD is the magazine of Lucid, the study

Lucid is the study association of Industrial

association of Industrial Design at the

Design. Every study needs a platform to support

Eindhoven University of Technology. A

the students in both their learning activities

committee of hard working students ensures

and their social life. Lucid has a lot to offer its

three issues are published every academic year,

members and provides them with workshops,

while even maintaining an online blog on the

creative activities, brainstorms, excursions,

side.

parties and much more.

Our goal is to gather valuable knowledge and

It is our goal to support as many members as

information from inside and outside the faculty,

possible. Therefore we are in contact and

and communicate that to the students. The

collaborate with experts in our department,

UNiD committee simulates a professional

alumni of Industrial Design and a wide range

editorial office where the teams of writers,

of companies. We believe we can be of great

graphics, and media are working tightly

help to each other, and we strive to organize

together to ensure the best and most beautiful

and collaborate in creative events with the

magazine for you!

members of our network.

